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The gift of life is a mystery still not understood by beings. To live, children, is a blessing granted by
God to His Creatures with the only objective that Divine Love may multiply and expand between
dimensions, leading consciousnesses to evolution through wisdom rather than through knowledge.

Wisdom is the experience of knowledge, and it manifests through love, because it is necessary to
love in order to transform life experiences into an experience of wisdom.

Without love, knowledge transforms into information and many times, the experience of life
becomes a great suffering, or is something experienced with indifference and a deep emptiness of
meaning and purpose. 

For this reason, children, the most important service to be experienced today is the experience of
Love, of Divine and Christic Love, which comes from the Heart of God, expands in the Heart of
Christ and transforms the human condition of everyone who surrenders to experiencing it.

The greatest service of these times is living Christic Love, and everything in your lives must be
based on this Love, manifested as a result of a sincere and true union with Christ.

Your words and intentions, your actions and thoughts, that is to say, your life, must be lived through
Christic Love, and it is only in this way that you will be able to experience knowledge transformed
into wisdom, rather than into information.

It will be in this way that you will give meaning to your days and will be capable of finding the
blessing of God in the gift of life, rather than in the suffering and anguish the world constantly
offers to those who are empty of that Love.

To love is not to stop suffering, but rather to experience difficulties with your eyes fixed on the
purpose of transforming the experiences of life into a living of the Love of God, and in this way, be
wise.

Open yourselves to that mystery.

You have My blessing for this.

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


